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You Said, We Did
ISSUE

METHOD OF REPORT

CLIENT RESPONSE

McGINLEY RESPONSE

Street light adjacent to rail
knocked over by RTA

Safety call and close call to client

Logged in close call system

Thank the reporter and checked
the issue has been reported to
Network Rail

MC on site without knowledge
of the ES

ES call to safety line

Client investigating

Log as an operational close call
and collaborate with client where
required

Non-sponsored staff reported as
on site

Staff member

Formal investigation found
workers were at the office
location but no evidence of site
activity

Local investigation

Dust mask with stubble/beards

Feedback from site visits

All workers on High Output sites
who require to wear an FFP3
face mask must be clean shaven

Remind workers of the policy and
the procedure to follow if religion
or culture prevents this

Travel above 14 hours door-to-door

CIRAS report to McGinley and
Network Rail

Separate response to CIRAS but
with similar content

CIRAS informed of current
policies, procedures and
reporting lines. No evidence
found to support through audit
and SAC but reporter’s concerns
logged and considered

PPE – complaint regarding the
standard of wet weather gear

Near miss logged with NDS 24/7

N/A

Acknowledge and thank all
for reports. PPE supply of wet
weather gear under review

SSOW packs not issued in
advance

Site inspection and worker report

Client confirmed current status
with regard to 019

Worker thanked for raising
the issue. Staff briefed on
requirements

No fragile roof warning signs
on station roofs with glass or
cement board roofing

Close call to McGinley and client

Thank the worker and log

Thank the worker. Possible
safety reward

Access steps not safe

Close call to McGinley and client

Thank the worker and log

Thank the worker. Possible
safety reward

No welfare/water on site

Close call cards

Client policy clear

Resolved with client. Thanks to
worker

Scrap rail left in 4ft of running line 6
foot lengths and shorter removed
longer lengths planned for removal

Close call cards to McGinley and client

Thank the reporter and plan removal

Thanks to worker

Dunnage left in up cess adjacent to
running lines following re-lay. Possible
invitation to trespass

Close call card and photos supplied
to client

Thanks to worker and nominate for
award

Thank the worker and reward safety
initiative

Approved driver reported for excessive
speed and poor behaviours

Member of the public

Client informed

Formal investigation using telematics
and evidence available. Unable to
prove speed or behaviours described
but driver rebriefed and reporter
thanked

Worker aggravated an old injury

Gang member

N/A

Remind all workers that when
completing their health questionnaire
and annual assessment, any preexisting conditions must be disclosed

Approved driver reported for excessive
speed and poor behaviours

Member of the public and Fleet
manager

Client informed

Formal investigation using telematics
and evidence available. Approved
driver status removed and worker
subject to disciplinary action
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Editor’s Comment
I am a great believer in working collaboratively to
improve safety both within our business and the
industry. By working together with those who have
similar problems and issues, we can achieve some
consistency in output and share good practices
which benefits us all.
Regular readers will be aware of the work we have recently
done on collating advice on fatigue, which we have shared
with the Rail Industry Contractors Association (RICA),
Southern Shield, Track Safety Alliance and many more. Some
of the content on fatigue was produced by other individuals
and companies within the industry, who gave us permission
to share their good work now and in the future. This is a great
example of working collaboration.
The next topic that is high on my safety agenda is occupational
health; specifically how companies acting as agencies supply
competent workers under the care and supervision of clients
and how this can be managed.
As someone who worked on track for many years, the
census was always that the regulator was someone to avoid.
However, it is in fact the complete opposite.
Having met with some of the industry specialists, such as
IOSH and RICA, over the years, I am extremely impressed
by their passion for the people who work within our industry.

Over the last year, McGinley have been working in partnership
with these specialists to identify, analyse and collate data
on particular issues within the industry, such as fatigue,
occupational health and duty of care.
In collaboration with Dan Kellet from Gannymede and Gareth
Morris from Morson, McGinley hosted a meeting earlier this
year with the Office of Rail and Road (ORR) to talk about
what we currently do and what we should be doing as labour
providers moving forward. Please see pages 6, 7 and 8 for
full details.
As for engaging with regulators, I have found this refreshing,
as they are passionate about their subject and keen to share.
Compliance is expected but help and advice is given. A key
piece of advice given to me recently was that an organisation
working towards good policies and procedures was much
better than one in ignorance or avoiding addressing
their duty.
The ORR Occupational Health Alerts are free, helpful and
something I would highly recommend every member of
our industry signs up to. For more information on the
ORR Occupational Health Alerts, visit http://orr.gov.uk/
publications/reports/health-and-safety/occupational-healthquarterly-updates

John Jebson Head of Safety, McGinley Support Services

Safety First
Allan Walker, a track chargeman working out of our Birmingham Office, has been recognised
for his outstanding contribution to “close call reporting”. Alan has reported over 400 separate
instances that have the potential to cause injury or damage.

An outstanding effort from Allan and an inspiration to all.
Shane Crompton, Site Manager - Network Rail

Great to see Allan has got the recognition he deserves.
Andy Rogalski, Project Manager - Network Rail High Output

The greatest challenge I have encountered is changing people’s mindset
regarding the reporting culture. Allan is proof that it does work and the fear
factor should be left where it belongs, in the past.
Russell Bradshaw, Safety Advisor - McGinley Support Services

Safety is the cornerstone of McGinley; it’s at the heart of everything we do. We would like to
take this opportunity to recognise the safety behaviours of Allan – well done. (Allan received
a safety certificate and a £50 voucher from McGinley).

Left to Right:
Andy Rogalski, Allan Walker
and Shane Crompton.

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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In The News
Accident & Incident Analysis
Accidents
Period
Number

INJURY

CLIENT

LIFESAVING
RULE

13

RIDDOR IP injured his foot when he dropped
the jack holding an S&C panel onto his own foot
7+ days

Amey Sersa Northern S&C
Alliance

13

RIDDOR IP twisted his ankle when tripped over
poor housekeeping 7+ days

Colas Rail

12

RIDDOR IP trapped his finger between rail and
Pandrol when rail was lowered 7+ days

Network Rail

12

NON-RIDDOR IP received a muscle strain when
moving an iron man into place 0 days lost

Balfour Beatty TP

12

NON-RIDDOR IP received a bruised foot when
the sleeper they were carrying was dropped 0
days lost

Colas Rail

12

NON-RIDDOR IP aggravated a pre-existing but
undisclosed condition 3 days lost

Network Rail

12

NON-RIDDOR IP received a cut to face using a
bar 0 days lost

VolkerLaser

11

RIDDOR IP received a cut to his leg when the
sleeper he was carrying was dropped onto his
shin 7+ days

Balfour Beatty TP

11

NON-RIDDOR IP cut his finger when unloading
tools 0 days lost

Colas Rail

11

NON-RIDDOR IP twisted his ankle when
stepping out of the van 2 days lost

Network Rail

11

NON-RIDDOR IP lowered the trailer onto his foot
causing bruising 3 days lost

ABC EGIP

11

NON-RIDDOR IP received a minor burn to his
forearm when he leant on a freshly cut piece of
rail 0 days lost

Amey Sersa Northern S&C
Alliance

Incidents
Period
Number

CLIENT

ISSUE

FINDINGS

13

0

0

0

N/A

12

0

0

0

N/A

Staff Training Figures

11

NWR Wagon Lane crossing

Points run through

Communication
Retraining/briefing

Assessments and training courses
undertaken in the last 3 months:

11

NWR Little Bytham

Line blockage
irregularity

SSOW not correct
COSS not experienced

Number of training courses: 86

11

NWR Little Bytham

Number of workers who attended
these training sessions: 472

Train came through line
blockage

SSOW not correct for
location and signals

10

NWR Alvecote

Confusion between
signaller and PC.
No block taken

No SSOW present

10

NWR Clapham

Strapman placed det on
wrong line

Incorrect access used

Assessments completed:
External: 1
Internal: 127
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LIFESAVING
RULE

Safety Initiatives
Gang of the Quarter
Darren Maguire, Mark Edwards, Phil Butler and Chuma
Ezenwa have been working for several years as a track
maintenance gang for McGinley Support Services on rail
infrastructure projects out of our Watford office. Their work
includes preparation works for the high output ballast
cleaner and a wet bed gang out of Network Rail’s Camden
depot.
The gang have been recognised for their professional and
efficient work on numerous occasions by clients and we
are proud to reward them on this occasion. Each member
will receive a £50 voucher and a certificate for continued
hard work.
I found this gang to be very
hard working, always going the
extra mile and keeping safety
at the forefront of everything
they do.
Sam Knight - Safety Advisor,
McGinley

Darren Maguire

Phil Butler

Chuma Ezenwa

Darren and his gang are very
good and work exceptionally hard.
The works manager on their latest
site was very happy with the way
they conducted themselves and has
requested ‘Is there any way we could
use Darren in the future?’

Under the direction of Darren Maguire, this gang has consistently
performed above and beyond in terms of application, engagement with
the client and safety behaviours. They have been a credit to McGinley
Support Services on all projects they worked on. It’s great to see the
investment in the workforce pay off so well. Darren has come through
from blue hat to now running his own gang, passing on his passion for
the industry and fantastic work ethic. Well done all.

Ian Eaton - High Output, Network Rail

Ryan Wilson - Area Manager, McGinley

365 Safety Bus at Bletchley
The Network Rail 365 Safety Truck landed at Bletchley
High Output depot on 29th March for a site Safety Day.
The event, co-hosted by Les Wilson, HSQE Manager for
Network Rail, and Russell Bradshaw, Health and Safety
Advisor for McGinley Support Services, was aimed at all
operatives from trackmen to supervisors from McGinley
and Vital.
Before the event began, all attendees were given an
assortment of “goodies” such as diaries, pens, hand
sanitisers etc, kindly donated by the McGinley Marketing
team, which can be used on site.
First on the agenda was the period 13 High Output safety
brief, which led into a discussion on close calls. Close calls
are an essential element of site safety and are always high
on any safety day agenda. Following this, Tarryn Wyman,
Environmental and Ecological Intern from NWR, gave a
fascinating presentation on great crested newts and other
amphibians.
Closing the day was a quiz on the Lifesaving Rules hosted
by Ed Walker who is the 365 Safety Truck presenter.
Thank you to all of those who took part - it was great to
see such enthusiasm for safety.
For more details on our safety days, please contact Russell Bradshaw on 07766 504 480
or email russell.bradshaw@mcginley.co.uk

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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Occupational Health and Duty
Regular readers will know that as Head of Safety, I have been looking
into the issue of Occupational Health for some time.
One of my most difficult tasks is liaising with clients who use agency
workers and communicating the duty of care.
McGinley Support Services supply workers under the care and
supervision of the client. This means that McGinley has a duty of care
under the agency worker regulations and a responsibility to ensure
medical screenings are carried out at the recruitment stage. Depending
on the role, medical screenings can be at regular periods during
employment. In addition to this, McGinley carry out an annual health
questionnaire and hand arm vibrations surveys with escalation to levels
2, 3 and 4 for further assessments.
When the worker arrives on site, the duty of care becomes a joint
responsibility between us and the client. This is to ensure the occupational
health of the worker is managed and controlled at all times.
McGinley has been working with the Office of Road and Rail (ORR) to
look at how agencies are dealing with duty of care. The first part of this
process is to understand and review the ORR direction and guidance
and to see how well we are meeting their expectations.
Earlier this year McGinley hosted a meeting between Morson, Ganymede
and ORR occupational health specialists Claire Dickenson and Sharon
Mawood to look at how the ORR would carry out an inspection into
agency duty of care.
This is a difficult concept as most of us like to keep regulators at a safe
distance from our day-to-day activities. However, Claire took time to
explain that an organisation that knows where it is currently, and has an
improvement plan that leads to where you need to be, is less likely to
find itself in enforcement action than one that is doing nothing. Details of
the presentation are available from RICA.
So what is the ORR looking for when it comes to inspection?

The four E’s:

• Excellence
• Engagement

• Efficiency
• Enabling

In order to explain this further, we asked a series of questions:
1.	Do you have a strategy or action plan? Is it driving improvement?
Is your plan documented and endorsed by a senior person within the
business? Do you understand where you are now and how you will
improve?
2.	Have you assigned a competent person to review the working
environment and advise the Senior Management team (Reg 7)?
 oes someone have responsibility for the plan and escalating actions
D
from it?
3.	
Have you identified your top three risks and implemented
controls?
Are your known risks identified in a register with a ranking? When
identified, what have you done to eliminate or reduce the risk? Once
the first three are identified, the rest get easier to manage. McGinley
Support Services have identified our top three health risks to be HAVS,
dust and noise.
4. Focus on assessment, control, engineering out, monitoring?
Are we looking at engineering out the risk and have we documented
that the hierarchy of controls is being followed? Do we carry out site
monitoring to ensure controls are sufficient? If we default to PPE as a
last resort, have we explained why, what PPE and to what standards?
Have we looked at the site as a whole with the use of exclusion zones
and different levels of protection depending on proximity to the hazards?
5. Reports on progress? Using RM3?
Are we measuring where we are now and how far we have progressed?
I currently use Dimensions of Safety model (DOS) but this has limited
measurements for health. The ORR model RM3 is more complicated
but worth looking at.

Examples of ORR Programmes
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Example of Dimensions of Safety Model
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of Care
The DOS model is good at measuring the safety elements but needs
some health sections. RM3 asks more about specific health issues. I
would recommend using both as they have a similar output graph and
can be used to cross-check your action plans for consistency.

8. Are you involved in the RSSB’s Industry Roadmap activities?
McGinley has joined RSSB in the journey towards understanding health
and safety issues. There are guidance and programmes that can be
followed, or companies can get involved with. McGinley are part of the
road risk group. Please log onto the RSSB website for details of the
many initiatives and see if you are following the roadmap for your own
journey.

RM3 guidance on ORR Website

The RM3 and guidance can be found at http://orr.gov.uk/whatand-how-we-regulate/health-and-safety/monitoring-and-reporting/
occupational-health-and-the-railway-management-maturity-model and
the DOS model and guidance can be downloaded from Network Rail
Safety Central https://www.safety.networkrail.co.uk/Safety-Groups/
Behavioural-Safety-Programme/Dimensions-of-safety-tool

Example of the RSSB Industry Roadmap

6. Statutory health surveillance regime vs PTS vs other medicals

9. Are you subscribing to receive ORR’s Industry Brief?

Are we carrying out the necessary health surveillance required? HAVs,
Dust (chest X-rays) etc. Do we each understand what we are supposed
to do when part of a supply chain? Do we rely on industry medicals as
an indication that the worker is fit, especially when the medical can be
10 years between assessments? Do we know who our workers have
worked for previously?

The ORR Occupational Health Alerts are free, helpful and something I
would highly recommend every member of our industry signs up to. For
more information on the ORR Occupational Health Alerts, visit http://
orr.gov.uk/publications/reports/health-and-safety/occupational-healthquarterly-updates

7. RIDDOR reporting – when to ORR

10. Would you like to share any learnings?

Specifically health-related reporting – what conditions and when.

The ORR are asking companies to share good news and case studies
about when an initiative has worked or action taken has prevented
escalation or ill health.

A guidance document and list of conditions that require RIDDOR can be
found on the ORR website http://orr.gov.uk/

11. Have you signed up to the Public Health Responsibility Deal?
A number of clients require a specific commitment on a range of health
issues. We would encourage companies to commit to the Public
Health Responsibility Deal. McGinley Support Services have already
signed up to this. Please visit https://responsibilitydeal.dh.gov.uk/
for more details.

All of the above questions are asked in a fact-finding,
advice and guidance format. For example, if you are
not using RM3, then the ORR are running workshops on
20th May 2016.
Visit their website for more details http://orr.gov.uk/
RIDDOR Guidance Document

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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Occupational Health
McGinley carry out health and wellbeing questionnaires at recruitment
stage and send an annual health questionnaire to all workers. This year
we sent out our annual health questionnaire via Survey Monkey, which
gave us a higher return rate than in previous years.

Examples of how data can be shared and recorded.

Example of annual health questionnaire

Example of recruitment stage
health and wellbeing questionnaire

If a worker identifies a use of vibration equipment that requires an assessment,
we will arrange this and record the findings

Workers are encouraged to be honest when completing these surveys.
Historically, workers were fearful of declaring a pre-existing or worsening
condition in the belief that this will prevent them from working. Whilst
some conditions do require specific controls and a current medical is
required to access the industry, McGinley can and do complete a health
assessment tool which is a detailed risk assessment.
This assessment requires sign-off by the worker, the line manager and
the Head of Safety.
This recognises the condition but manages the worker into work with
additional controls and is done in collaboration with our health care
providers, who will issue a medical to the correct standard.

McGinley carry HAVs questionnaires and escalation to levels 2, 3 and 4 when identified

I get data and assessments from clients which are excellent but this is
not consistent. I would like clients to share with me the exposure data
from sites they control so we can record on workers’ records and either
amend controls accordingly or state no exposure has occurred.
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An example of a client who is managing this well is High Output Track
Renewals who McGinley are supporting. The client has identified its
major risk such as dust and implemented a clear policy.
In line with the hierarchy of control new equipment is planned with
dust suppression built-in and existing equipment is being adapted to
control to a lower level. RPE and PPE is in place to manage and mitigate
this risk until new equipment comes online. Site activities have been
assessed and workers identified in high risk areas are issued with air
fed respirators.
All other workers are face fit tested and issued
with FFP3 masks. Checks for compliance are
made at site access and site audit. Similar plans
are being introduced in collaboration with the
TSA for HAVs and noise.

For clients the message is clear - please work with your supplier to
understand the contracts you are working with and who has the duty
of care at each part of the work. Ensure that systems and procedures
regarding occupational health assessments are documented and
hazards such as dust and HAVs are recorded. It should also be
recorded when no exposure to a health hazard has taken place.
Whilst our primary aim is to protect workers from the hazards, I am
always mindful that a future claim for injury could require records that
date back from many years earlier.
Anyone who wants to get involved in working with RICA on
occupational health improvements or with the work on identifying
best practice or engagement with regulators, please email me at
john.jebson@mcginley.co.uk

Safe-tea on Track
Safe-tea on track

Requesting a trolley

The Track Safety Alliance (TSA)
has approved the design and
rollout of a refreshment trolley,
which will allow front line
workers to get hot and cold
drinks while they are out on
track.
Track workers trialled the
prototype at an industry event
at Grange Sidings, Stokeon-Trent, in June 2015 and
their feedback was taken into
consideration to make improvements to the original design.
The safe-tea trolley was fully approved in January 2016 and you will
be able to purchase or lease a unit, depending on specific needs,
from April 2016.

Safe-tea trolleys are made of a 9mm polymer material to make
them light and strong, with a rail approved generator and water
boiler, carry handles and storage access to accommodate a
12v water cooler or first aid kit. The trolley weighs approximately
80 kilos and the handles allow them to be lifted – by four people for
a straight back lift – and placed onto a standard rail trolley.
The current model was improved from the first prototype to include
extended carry handles, a generator drip-tray and alternative
venting to aid generator cooling and efficiency.
The trolleys will have to be loaded onto a van or pick-up to be
delivered to sites. The tea and water must be removed before any
lift takes place. Once in the correct position, the safe-tea trolley
is secured in place using toggle catches designed to fit on all
rail-mounted hand trolleys.
Adrian added: “We have worked closely with AJC Retail Solutions
to develop this product. The cost of each tea trolley is £5,600 +VAT
and to TSA member organisations this has been reduced to
£5,300 +VAT.”
“We have discussed with National Supply Chain (NSC) and
IP-Track Procurement and are looking at the cost benefit and value
for money of the trolleys. Going forward, it has been decided that
it would be better to hire the safe-tea welfare unit. We are working
with our framework Hire Partners to make the safe-tea welfare unit
available.”
“We need to see what the demand is from within Network Rail in
order to proceed with the rollout. We’ve had previous interest from
some of the routes, mostly from works delivery and Over Head
Conditional Renewals (OCR), and teams should contact me directly
so we can look at the demand.”

More welfare facilities
Adrian Fricker, Safety Improvement Specialist - Infrastructure
Projects said: “The safe-tea trolley has been designed for track
workers with track-side safety and anti-fatigue measures in mind.
The flexible choice of drink options including an optional water
chiller facility reflects the importance of trackside welfare.
“These stations do not replace any other welfare facilities. The
trolleys are an enhancement of facilities available on site. They move
with the workforce so that workers can take regular breaks safely
and effectively without having to return to the main welfare facilities.
“The fact that we tested the prototype trackside and we received
feedback means we now have a product with modern, robust
design with additional features to support trackside teams during
their shift.”
Darren Walter, Senior Supervisor S&C Northern Alliance said: “It’s
great to see that an idea generated from the TSA and especially
the hard work of Dave Sowter from AmeySersa for coming up with
the original concept, has gone all the way to Product Approval. For
the guys on site to be able to have a cup a tea is a massive morale
boost and cannot be under estimated.”

Prep4Safety
When we look back over accident data, it’s clear to see that many
of the accidents that occur could have been avoided had we taken
a little more time to prepare access areas, work areas and activities.
This is where the new Network Rail initiative “Prep4Safety” comes in.

What is “Prep4Safety”?
Prep4Safety offers us the chance to assess the site before the main
work is due to start, enabling us to make sure all our work sites are
properly prepared and made safe prior to possession.

Next destination
Safe-tea trolley is now ready for sale and can be purchased
from AJC Retail Solutions. Contact them on 01582 727 760 or
email jane@ajcretailsolutions.co.uk
Speedy Hire, Torrent Hire and A Plant are already in
negotiations with AJC Retail Solutions and hope to have the
products ready by April 2016.

For example;

• clearing tripping hazards
• improving walking routes
• replacing troughing
• checking for hidden hazards
McGinley Support Services are pleased to
support the “Prep4Safety” campaign and
firmly believe it will lead to a reduction in
accidents.

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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High Output
Plasser & Theurer and Matisa are the ground-breaking engineering
companies based in Austria and Switzerland that have developed
and manufactured two of the most important innovations in track
renewal and maintenance the industry has seen in the last 100
years. Of course we are talking about the Track Relaying Systems
and the Ballast Cleaning Systems of the High Output Track
Renewals programme.

definition but is generally a feeling of tiredness and being unable
to perform work effectively. Specifically, a fatigued person will be
less alert, less able to process information, will have slower reaction
times and less interest in working compared to a person who is not
fatigued. The causes of fatigue can vary, for example loss of sleep,
poor quality sleep, long working hours, shift work and inadequate
breaks.

It has been a year since Network Rail brought these two heavyweight
systems in-house, amounting to savings of £104millon. In total the
High Output Track Renewals programme has two Track Relaying
Systems and four Ballast Cleaning Systems, with another on order,
due to arrive mid-late 2016.

Operatives must ensure that they have adequate sleep before a shift,
comply with 14-hour door-to-door rule, have a break on shift and
report any issues on travel time or roster patterns to your Site Manager.

High Output employs c1200 people each week and is one of the
biggest High Output fleets in the world, working 12 months a year
with minimal impact on passenger services while regularly handing
the track back at 80-100mph.

We cannot talk about safety without
mentioning our colleague Linda Salt who
sadly passed away in 2014. Her passion
for safety touched everyone she came into
contact with and was committed to improving
the welfare of all staff. Linda was the creator
of the Project Safety Induction which has
now been delivered to over 3,000 people. In recognition of
this, the “Linda Salt Award for Safety” was created. Previous
recipients of this award were Dave Murray (2014)
and
Linda
Salt Saint
Maur Miles (2015).

The task of looking after these giants is split between five depots:
Doncaster, Newcastle, Bletchley, Swindon and Crewe, with two
central offices at York and Birmingham. The maintenance side has
12 High Output Operating
Bases, known as HOOBS,
spread across the country
from Millerhill in the North to
Taunton in the South.
Performance and capabilities
of the two systems is also
impressive. Handling around
70% of the UK track renewals
Operation Bases HOOB locations
programme with nightly
figures of up to a mile of rail
and sleeper renewal. The fleet consists of 400+ rail vehicles and is
growing: expected this year are BCS5 complete with on-board dust
suppression, three tampers, two regulators and a consolidating
machine. On Track Machine (OTM) insource goes live in April 2016
with the addition of drivers, maintenance staff and operators.
As always health and safety is paramount on High Output. One
of the biggest dangers associated with High Output renewals is
Ballast Dust. When the ballast is disturbed, for example during
ballast unloading or ballast tamping, it creates fine particles. Ballast
dust contains small quantities of Respirable Crystalline Silica
(RCS). Breathing in this dust at high concentrations over prolonged
periods of time may lead to the development of an illness known
as ‘Silicosis’. RCS scars the lung tissue and can lead to permanent
breathing difficulties. Network Rail have mandated the use of air
fed face masks for staff who are most at danger from prolonged
exposure to RSC and face fit testing for FFP3 dust masks is a must
for all other operatives. All operatives must ensure that they are
clean shaven at all times so that the mask can be worn correctly.
As discussed in Issue 41, fatigue is one of the biggest safety
concerns within the industry. Fatigue does not have a clear scientific
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This year the award has been given to Gareth
Mallion and Shaun Hooker. Gareth and Shaun have
shown tremendous commitment in looking after
the High Output system and their teams. They are
always looking at ways of improving the machine
and providing a safer work environment, they are
not afraid to highlight any issues and to stop work to
address any safety concerns.

WINNERS

Left to Right: Gareth Mallion, Shaun Hooker, Steve West, Project Director Plant NSC
- Network Rail, Ben Brooks, Project Director High Output IP Track - Network Rail.

Ben Brooks, Project Director, High Output Track Renewals, said
that “All those involved in High Output Track Renewals should be
justifiably proud of what we achieve throughout the year, most of
which is largely unseen by the travelling public”.
Article written by Russell Bradshaw, Safety Advisor – McGinley
Support Services

FWI & Benchmarking
In recent years the use of the reportable Accident Frequency Rate
(AFR) has been seen as a quick indicator of a company’s safety
performance. Although it is a great measuring tool, it does not allow
companies to distinguish between major RIDDORs/7+ days off
reportable events or factor in the number of minor events that are
possible precursers to a more serious event.
In period 5 of 2015/16, our Head of Safety introduced the Fatality
Weighted Index (FWI) alongside the AFR to allow the Safety Team to
consider the whole picture.

The McGinley FWI is calculated as follows:
FWI = (Fatal + (Major RIDDOR/10)
+
(3+ days lost time/200)
+
(Non-RIDDOR/1000)/Hours Worked) x million
McGinley FWI =
(0+ (0/10) + (6/200) + (42/1000) / 2578495) x 1000000 = 0.0279

This is based on 0 fatal, 0 major, 6 reportable and
42 non reportable minors.
Network Rail had FWI target of 0.090 for the year 2014/15 and
achieved a figure 0.1331.
Therefore the 0.090 gives us a benchmark for our company figures.
Networks Rail’s latest released figure for Fatality Weighted Injuries
(FWI) is 0.076. This is currently below target. If Network Rail achieved
a reduced target at the end of the year, then this will be used to reset
the benchmark
It is also important that we benchmark the safety performance by
McGinley delivery teams to check for changing performance and
figures, but more importantly to see what good practices there are,
allowing us to cascade these across the business.

The FWI is the number of accidents weighted by their severity:
Severity

Number of
accidents
divided by

Value of
each accident
(multiply by)
or

Fatal

1

1

Major RIDDOR

10

0.1

3+ days lost time

200

0.005

Non-RIDDOR

1000

0.001

Table of ratios to calculate the FWI

McGinley has created a safety dashboard for our activities working on
clients’ sites. We use the hours worked and then all accidents from a
RIDDOR reportable event to minor scratch are recorded against the
industry sector, the client, the delivery team and the specific contract.
All of these are matched against our benchmark on a red amber
green (RAG).
If a client or team approaches or exceeds the stated levels, a McGinley
Safety Advisor will collaborate with clients to create an action plan for
monitoring and improvement. This may include extra controls, site
inspections/audit and safety tours.
If any client representatives or senior managers would like to
know what their current score is and how we are working to
improve this with your local teams, or if any prospective clients
would like to know more about the McGinley Safety Team and
how it operates, please contact John Jebson on 07816442672 or
email john.jebson@mcginley.co.uk

A Guide to PPE on the Railway
Safeaid have been supplying the rail industry for nearly 40 years. Using their knowledge and expertise and
working closely with John Jebson, Head of Safety at McGinley Support Services, they have designed a new
free technical publication – ‘A Guide to PPE on the Railway’.
The guide has been designed:
• To help you get Everyone Home Safe Every Day
• As a tool to train staff and ensure they comply with the relevant safety and PPE standards
• With a combination of illustrations and text for simplicity and clarity
• As a factual guide with reference to relevant standards and approvals
To download your copy visit www.safeaidsupplies.com

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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Our Green Code
Our Green Code
As part of this vision, we will improve our environmental performance and leave a sustainable environmental
legacy for future generations. We believe that outstanding environmental performance is a central part of being a
responsible and successful company and will help us to protect and enhance the UK’s environment.
We expect everyone who works for and with Network Rail to apply the following key principles, agreed by the Executive Team, to guide our
work activities:
•

 e will, as a minimum, comply with all relevant environmental
W
legislation, standards and requirements set by our stakeholders

•

 e will make our network resilient to weather impacts and future
W
changes in climate

•

 e will identify our significant environmental impacts and take
W
action to prevent pollution to air, water and land which may occur
as a result of our operations

•

We will provide employees with the relevant competence and
training to enable our policy

•

 e will buy and use natural resources in a responsible and
W
sustainable manner

•

We will continually improve our environmental performance

•

•

 e will reduce the amount of material we use and minimise the
W
amount of waste we produce

We will implement and maintain an environmental management
system that follows the principles of ISO 14001:2015

•

•

 e will manage our land sustainably and engage with our
W
neighbours and lineside community

 e will set objectives and targets to monitor our environmental
W
performance

•

 e will become more energy efficient and reduce our carbon
W
emissions

The Executive Team will ensure that
Network Rail operates an effective
environmental management system.

ALWAYS save energy and fuel by turning off equipment,

Mark Carne
Chief Executive Officer

NEVER allow hazardous discharges or site materials
to enter a watercourse without consent.

heating and lighting when not in use.

NEVER disturb protected species or their habitats without
permission from the regulator.

ALWAYS minimise noise and respect our neighbours.

McGinley Support Services fully endorse and
support Network Rail’s Environment Policy.

ALWAYS minimise waste and recycle via the correct bin.

Network Rail Code of Conduct
A new Network Rail Code of Conduct was released in February, McGinley will be briefing out guidance on this in due course, but one
important change to note is the advice issued in relation to Working in the Community.

What’s expected of you:
• D
 eliver/attend briefings regarding appropriate interaction with our
communities, neighbours and passengers.

- Urination or defecation in a public place
- Offensive language or behaviour of any sort

• P
 ositively engage and interact with our communities, neighbours
and passengers.

• P
 ass on your knowledge of the work you’re doing and its benefits
to our communities, neighbours and passengers.

• B
 e a good neighbour. Treat our communities, neighbours and their
property with respect at all times and in particular be mindful of the
following unacceptable behaviour:

• T
 ry to answer their questions – if unsure provide them with our
Helpline number 03457 114 141.

- Littering
- Removing items of clothing

12
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If you have any questions regarding the Network Rail Code of
Conduct please contact John Jebson on 07816442672 or email
john.jebson@mcginley.co.uk

All alerts are reprinted as issued and are for information only

Safety Alerts
Stepping Down - Watch Your Step!
At every shift you step down from vans and plant onto potentially uneven, unstable and slippery ground, risking injuries such as twisted or
fractured ankles or sprained ligaments.
To control this risk, handrails, lighting and safety boots with ankle supports are provided. But there is still a risk to you. So step down
with care!
Good Practice:
• If you feel that you or your team are about to do something
unsafe, how would you go about challenging the safe system
of work?
• How would you use the Worksafe procedure in similar
circumstances?
• Where changes to a planned safe system are required, what is
the correct procedure to amend it?
• How would you correct errors in documents such as the Hazard
Directory?
• Do you have the correct contact details to contact your Control
Centre immediately after an event?

Paddington/Royal Oak Compound
Brief Overview of Incident
A Crane Controller (IP) and Machine Operator were working at the Royal Oak Compound with
a Doosan.
At this time it was requested the PEMS be removed and replaced with a sleeper grab. The lifting
beam was on the ground but the Crane Controller asked the Machine Operator to lower the
hook more, to release the attachment easier. When the Machine Operator lowered the beam
down, the IP’s hand was on the hook. The hook twisted and trapped the IP’s middle finger
between the hook and the lifting eye on the beam. This caused a crushing to the end of the IP’s
index finger and moderate pain.
First Aid was administered on site and the Emergency Services were contacted. The IP was
escorted to Chelsea and Westminster Hospital in an ambulance.
On the 9th of February 2016 at 11:30, the IP returned to the Hospital to remove the nail from
the finger. The procedure took approximately four hours.
The IP is currently resting at home to recover.
NOTE: The Communication system (Dect-comm) was used at the time. IP’s quote,
reference the use of the communication system: “if we weren’t wearing it, it could have
been a lot worse.”
An investigation is in progress.

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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Safety Alerts
Fall from height off a hire vehicle
Overview
On Friday 18th March 2016, a Network Rail off-track team were loading up a hired in 7.5-tonne vehicle for planned
weekend works.
The vehicle’s dropside and right side handrail had been removed to enable loading of the materials.
The staff member had moved to the rear of the vehicle and upon leaning on the rear handrail, it suddenly gave way,
result in the staff member falling backwards onto the tarmac, resulting in a head injury.
Emergency Services were summoned to the scene.
Fortunately after a few days under direct observation, the staff member was released from Hull Infirmary and is now
making a good recovery.

Discussion Points

Given this:

Whilst we are investigating the causes of this incident, please
discuss the following with your teams:
• Initial findings indicate this vehicle handrail design differs from
Network Rail HGV vehicles. There is only one securing pin that,
when in place on the post, secures both the side and rear vehicle
handrails.

• H
 ow do you familiarise yourselves with
hired vehicles and any differences that
may exist from any usual vehicle?
• What instructions or information do staff receive from hire
companies on vehicle set-up?
• Where work at height may be required, what actions must we
each take to try and avoid it?
• Are vehicle handrails suitable to be used for body support?

Prevention of Cement Bur n Injuries
What happened?
During a concrete pour, a concrete gang operative suffered a minor cement burn to his leg. The
operative had tucked his waterproof trousers into his wellingtons which resulted in concrete running
down inside and reaching his skin.

Key Lessons
1.	
Suitable PPE - Disposable water and chemical resistant white suits can be worn whilst
concreting if existing PPE does not prevent concrete coming into contact with skin.
2.	
First Aid Arrangements - As part of the contract first aid risk assessment, contracts that pour concrete should consider a Diphoterine
kit. Diphoterine is used in the chemical industry to combat alkaline burns. It is available as an eye wash bottle and as an aerosol spray.
Diphoterine chemically binds with the alkali preventing it from burning the skin. In addition it draws out any chemical from deep in the skin
tissue which limits the extent of any deep tissue damage.

Further Information
Disposable suits are available from our main PPE supplier. This link leads to a typical example of a suitable coverall.
http://www.arco.co.uk/products/1724200/498529/MICROGARD+2500+STANDARD+Coverall+%28Model+111%29+White
Diphoterine kits can be purchased as pictured below: this would be suitable for a contract with significant quantities of
concrete to pour. This example includes two large eye wash and two aerosol spray bottles at a cost of £700
Alternatively, contracts with low quantities of concrete should consider 50ml eyewash and 100ml spray at cost of £30
and £50 respectively.
https://www.pharma2go.be/en/search?q=diphoterine
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Safety Alerts
Robel orbital hand tamper failure
On 3rd April 2016, a report was received regarding a failure to the shaft of a 62.05 Robel orbital hand tamper
whilst consolidating ballast at New Barnet. This failure resulted in a wrist injury to the operator. Following
investigation, it has been identified that the weld around the base of the shaft had cracked, resulting in a
catastrophic failure of the weld.
The possibility of a future failure to unmodified equipment presents a significant risk to operator safety. Therefore
all users and maintainers must quarantine all unmodified tampers (Figure 1) immediately.
Tampers fitted with the modified reinforced shaft (Figure 2) can remain in use following thorough inspection for
signs of cracking and deformation around the weld and flange area looking for signs of cracking and deformation.

Immediate action required
• A
 ll Robel 62.05 orbital tampers are to be inspected prior to their
next use. The visual inspection should focus on the weld and
flange areas of the shaft.
• Immediately quarantine all Robel 62.05 orbital tampers that are
not fitted with the modified shaft (Figure 1) and return them to the
supplier pending modification.

• R
 obel 62.05 orbital tampers with a shaft modified with a
reinforced collar (Figure 2) and confirmed as undamaged may
return to service.
Copies of Safety Advices are available on Safety Central.

Breach of Lifesaving Rules
People Plant Interface is one of our industry’s most significant risks, and
in BB Rail, it forms one of our Fatal Risks. The heavy plant we operate
is already hazardous due to its size and bulk, but the risks are increased
when other factors, such as the noise, underfoot conditions and the
limited visibility afforded to the operators in the cab of the surrounding
area, are taken into consideration.

River Don, Aberdeen
On Wednesday 13th January 2016, a Balfour Beatty employee with
30 years’ experience was working on the installation of a new bridge
over the River Don in Aberdeen when he was fatally injured in a tragic
accident; he was crushed between a tracked vehicle and a fuel bowser
whilst it was being manoeuvred to enable it to be refuelled. This event
highlights how critical it is to keep people away from operating plant.

•
•
•
•

 irectly connected with the operation
D
When a method of communication has been established
They are essential to the safe operation of the work
When they have come to a clear understanding as to the
arrangements

REMEMBER
Where an effective exclusion zone is compromised, or cannot be
maintained, the machine should be stood down immediately and
a close call raised.
Renewals staff at Acton Wells walking
between two tampers undertaking parallel
tamping.

Acton Wells S&C Renewal – Close Call
During the successful Christmas works at Acton Wells in Week 41,
a close call was raised by an operator of one of a pair of tampers
(operating in parallel formation) on two occasions when members of the
site team entered the working area without authority.
Under slightly different circumstances, like those in Aberdeen, this job
could so easily have become remembered for a tragic loss of life.

Operative using a mobile phone next to a
tamper – viewed from the operating seat.

Exclusion Zone
The only effective way to eliminate the risk is through the total exclusion
of all people in the immediate area around the operating plant. The only
people permitted to be inside any exclusion zone are:

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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Health Alerts
We all know smoking can damage How does passive smoking affect
our lungs, but do you know why? my health?
Smoking cigarettes is harmful to you and to those around you.
It can lead to a wide range of diseases and disorders including:

Passive smoking is when you breathe in the smoke that comes
from someone else’s cigarette.

• Cancers

It is now known that smoking not only causes harm to people
who smoke, but is also harmful to others around them who are
exposed to second-hand smoke.

• Lung disease
• Heart and circulation diseases
• Stomach and duodenal ulcers

In the UK alone, it is estimated that more than 10,000 people
every year die from diseases caused by passive smoking.

• Erectile dysfunction and infertility
• Osteoporosis

Passive smoking can increase your risk of cancer and other health
problems, and is particularly dangerous to children.

• Cataracts and eye disorders
• Mouth and dental infections
• C
 omplications in pregnancy and
labour
Cigarettes and other types of tobacco products contain nicotine
which is very addictive. Tobacco smoke contains more than 4,000
chemicals, including more than 70 cancer-causing chemicals and
hundreds of other poisons.
It is mostly the harmful chemicals that cause illness and death,
and not the nicotine. It is the nicotine, however, which creates an
addiction or ‘craving’.
Smoking damages the air sacs and airways in your lungs. It also
causes damage to blood vessels and raises your heart rate and
blood pressure, which puts you at risk of heart disease and stroke.
Smoking also affects the reproductive system and sex organs.
Men can have difficulty getting an erection and it can reduce
sperm count. Women who smoke are at a greater risk of
developing breast and cervical cancer, and may have difficulties
getting pregnant.
Smoking whilst pregnant puts you at risk of miscarriage, premature
birth, low birth weight and even stillbirth.

How does smoking affect my
lungs?
Smoking is the biggest cause of chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD) – an umbrella term for a range of conditions
including emphysema and chronic bronchitis.
It causes damage to the airways and lungs which leads to the
development of this long-term condition. Smoking can also
make symptoms worse for people with asthma and other lung
conditions.
Stopping smoking is essential to prevent the development of
COPD or slow down its progression.

Children and babies who are exposed to second-hand smoke are
more likely to develop lung problems such as asthma, and are at
risk of developing infections including pneumonia, bronchitis and
ear infections. This is because their lungs are not yet fully formed.
If you smoke, your baby is at greater risk of cot death, also known
as sudden infant death syndrome.
Smoking in a small space like a car means the exposure to smoke
is increased significantly, and opening a window makes little
difference.

Why should I give up smoking?
Smoking tobacco is the biggest avoidable cause of death. It is
never too late to stop smoking, no matter how long you have
smoked for.
In order to stop the irreversible damage caused by smoking, or
slow the progression of a smoking-related disease, you need to
stop smoking now.
Evidence has shown that people who stop smoking can reduce
their risk of developing smoking-related diseases. And if you
already have a condition caused by smoking, such as COPD,
giving up is the most effective treatment to slow down the rate at
which your lungs get worse.
Stopping smoking is not easy, but there is plenty of help available
to you. NHS Stop Smoking Services are very effective and can
help you to get self-help materials and aids such as nicotine
replacement therapies to support you.
You can find more information about your local stop smoking
service on the Smokefree NHS website. You can also call the
NHS Smoking Helpline number on 0800 022 4332 for more
information and support.

All information from the British Lung Foundation.
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Health Alerts
Ballast Dust - It’s a Killer!
Ballast Dust contains a hazardous substance called silica; when it gets into your
lungs it can cause serious lung-related illness (Silicosis) and death.
To control this, we dampen ballast before works and move people away from the
area as much as possible, but there is still a risk to you. So… the PPE requirement is:
Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE) - FFP3 - tight-fitting face pieces or Versaflow
M306 helmet. RPE can protect your health and even save your life.

Versaflow
M306 helmet

Your responsibility:
• Get face fit tested for FFP3 if you use it
• B
 e clean shaven for the shift to ensure
a tight fit
• U
 se RPE in the way you have been
trained

• C
 heck it for defects before use and
report any problems immediately

FFP3 - Tight-fitting
face pieces

• Inform your employer if you have
any medical conditions that might
affect your use of the RPE

Know Your Numbers
Readers of recent editions will remember the tribute to Dave Curnow
and as Head of Health within McGinley, I have had three other cases
of workers who have suffered from heart conditions at ages and with
lifestyles that would not automatically make me think they were at risk.

later, including an angiogram, angioplasty and several blood tests, all
seemed to be resolved.

How many of us know our personal statistics and what condition we
are in? Outward signs such as diet and being overweight are easy to
spot. As we get older and get less active, we all put a little weight on.
What we don’t know are our underlying conditions.

What was the cause? It seems an undiagnosed hereditary cholesterol
problem, which is not connected to diet or lifestyle, was the cause in
this case. There were some warning signs which were dismissed, a
bad back, neck and stomach pains and some visual migraines, but at
no point did anyone think it could be heart attack.

How many of us know our blood type, blood pressure, cholesterol,
blood sugars etc?

My wife was discharged to recover at home for 4–6 weeks, with
lifelong medication and some lifestyle changes.

What is the moral of this story?

I, like most, believe that ignorance is bliss; I cannot remember the last
time I went to a doctor so I must be really healthy, right?

1. Do you know your personal numbers? Find out!

Recently my family and I went out to celebrate our eldest son’s 21st
birthday. We had a great time at an all-you-can-eat buffet and certainly
got our monies worth.

3. Do not ignore symptoms or repeating conditions

When we got home, we settled down to watch our favourite
programme Band of Brothers. As we sat there, my wife, and mother
to our four children, who is 46 years old, 5ft tall, size 8, a social smoker
and drinker, complained of jaw and neck ache as well as shoulder and
arm pains which she put down to a tight bra. However, to reassure
her we did a Google search on the symptoms and it came back as
possible angina (now we are all doctors). The next day I was taking the
kids on holiday to France, so she agreed to go visit our GP while we
were away.
On arriving in France I received an urgent text message. It seemed the
GP had done some tests and was urgently trying to track her down.
The ‘angina’ was in fact a heart attack and one of several as we now
know. Her Troponin levels were at 2700 (2.7) and cholesterol at 9.5. It
was highly likely that another larger heart attack was about to happen.
Remember, my wife is 46 years old, 5ft tall, size 8, a social smoker and
drinker – not outwardly a candidate for a heart attack.
Once my eldest son tracked down my wife, who was none the wiser
to her condition, the GP sent her in an ambulance, under blue lights,
to get her to the hospital as quickly as possible. A few days and tests

2. Not all heart attacks present in the same way

4. Some conditions are not visible
5. Some warning symptoms are different in genders and ages
6. Go to your GP if you feel unwell
Since these incidents occurred both at work and in my personal life, the
Safety Team at McGinley have looked into what else we can do to help
our colleagues. We are looking to introduce an annual health awareness
day at each of our offices for staff and workers. An occupational health
practitioner will carry out a series of tests and checks under patient
confidentiality rules. Only the person being tested will be given the
results. In addition I will try to prioritise invitations based on risk profiles
such as age, declared history or identified factors.
Whether you’re looking for help with understanding your heart
condition or want to know more about keeping your heart healthy, the
British Heart Foundation is there to help.
Call them on 0300 330 3311. Phone lines are open
9am-5pm Monday to Friday. Or email your questions to
hearthelpline@bhf.org.uk
John Jebson, Head of Safety – McGinley Support Services

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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McGinley Support Services
About McGinley Support Services
McGinley Support Services are
one of the UK’s largest specialist
recruitment businesses providing the
infrastructure sector with permanent,
contract and temporary staff of any
type, at all levels. Consulting and
recruiting since 1979, we now help
customers across the infrastructure
in Rail, Metro, Roads, Energy,
Telecoms, Water, Waste, Ports and
Airports.
Over the years, the company has
developed solutions that can help
maintain optimum levels of staff and
operatives whether the company is a
contractor, asset manager, consultant,

owner or operator connected to the
UK infrastructure.
Our main locations allow us the
national footprint we need to service
projects and infrastructure networks.
Our policy is to supplement this with
local satellites within customer offices,
or in the vicinity of major projects and
transport hubs, so that we can meet
local employment objectives. We
believe that by maintaining a flexible
location strategy, we can make a
difference to local communities and,
at the same time, provide a support
network to ensure that the people
needed are delivered.

Key Contacts

Team 24/7
24-hour on-call team 0808 118 2008

Graham Ellis

Warren Kingham

Head of Safety
07816 442672

Training &
Development Manager
07971 867823

Operations Manager
Professional & Technical
07766 504261

Russell Bradshaw

Marc Booth

Mick Kiely

Safety Advisor
07766 504480

Regional Operations Director
(Central)
07816 442765

Operations Manager
(London Underground)
07557 014625

Clayton Henson

Derek McNeill

Jamie Zineldin

Safety Advisor
(Wales & Western)
07823 534069

Regional Operations Director
(South West)
07815 154717

Operations Manager
(North)
07815 888049

John Jebson

Jimmy Ritson

Sam Knight

Regional Operations Director
(South East)
07974 789715

Senior Workforce Advisor
07827 349133
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Alastair Adams
Welding Operations Manager
(National)
07919 912722

Service Centres
Head Office
Ground Floor, The Edward Hyde Building,
38 Clarendon Road, Watford WD17 1JW
t: 0845 543 5953
f: 0845 543 5956
e: info@mcginley.co.uk
w: www.mcginley.co.uk

Airdrie
Office 8
Airdrie Business Centre
1 Chapel Lane, Airdrie ML6 6GX
t: 01236 439540

Aylesham
Unit 11, Miners Way Business Park
Miners Way, Aylesham, Kent CT3 3AW

Ipswich
Office 13, Epsilon House Business Centre
West Road, Ipswich IP3 9FJ
t: 01473 276131

Manchester
Suite 210, Salford Innovation Forum
51 Frederick Road, Salford M6 6FP
t: 0161 743 4530

Plymouth
Suite 1, Hyde Park House
Mutley Plain, Plymouth PL4 6LF
t: 01752 255244

Portsmouth
Unit B1 & B2, 1st Floor Offices
Cumberland Business Centre, Northumberland Road
Portsmouth, Hants PO5 1DS
t: 02392 778030

t: 01304 840544

Sheffield - Asset.McGinley Training

Aylesham - Welding

Suite 6, President Buildings, Savile Street East
Sheffield S4 7UQ
t: 0114 241 3440

Unit 18, Miners Way Business Park
Miners Way Aylesham, Kent CT3 3AW
t: 07901 331549

Birmingham
Building 300, Trinity Park

Surrey Quays - London
Unit 46, St Olavs Court, City Business Centre
Lower Road, London SE16 2XB
t: 0207 232 2567

Bickenhill Lane, Birmingham B37 7ES
t: 0121 201 3520

Watford - Rail

Cardiff

Ground Floor, The Edward Hyde Building
38 Clarendon Road, Watford WD17 1JW
t: 01923 696662

Unit 16, Moy Road Industrial Centre
Taffs Well, Cardiff CF15 7QR
t: 02920 250800

Cardiff - Welding
Unit 8, Moy Road Industrial Centre
Taffs Well, Cardiff CF15 7QR
t: 07342 050460

Watford - Professional
and Technical
Ground Floor, The Edward Hyde Building
38 Clarendon Road, Watford WD17 1JW
t: 01923 696665

Accident, Incident & Confidential Safety Reporting Line: 07976 935728
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McGinley Support Services
(Infrastructure) Limited
Head Office:
Ground Floor, The Edward Hyde Building,
38 Clarendon Road, Watford WD17 1JW

t: 0845 543 5953
f: 0845 543 5956
e: info@mcginley.co.uk
If you would like to receive our newsletter
on a regular basis via post or email, please
contact rebecca.wishart@mcginley.co.uk
stating your preference.

www.mcginley.co.uk

